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Roaring Twenties
excerpted from Jazz: A History of America's Music
The decade following World War I would one day be caricatured as "the Roaring Twenties," and it was a time of
unprecedented prosperity — the nation's total wealth nearly doubled between 1920 and 1929, manufactures rose by 60
percent, for the first time most people lived in urban areas — and in homes lit by electricity. They made more money than
they ever had before and, spurred on by the giant new advertising industry, spent it faster, too — on washing machines
and refrigerators and vacuum cleaners, 12 million radios, 30 million automobiles, and untold millions of tickets to the
movies, that ushered them into a new fast-living world of luxury and glamour their grandparents never could have
imagined. Meanwhile, at the polls and in the workplace as well as on the dance floor, women had begun to assert a new
independence.
Nothing quite like it had ever happened before in America. And by the mid1920s, jazz was being played in dance halls and roadhouses and speakeasies
all over the country. The blues, which had once been the product of
itinerant black musicians, the poorest of the southern poor, had become an
industry, and dancing consumed a country that seemed convinced
prosperity would never end. There were "all-girl" orchestras on the road
now — including Babe Egan's Hollywood Red Heads, a band billed as the
Twelve Vampires, and the Parisian Red Heads, all of whom actually came
from Indiana. More than 100 dance bands regularly criss-crossed the wideopen spaces between St. Louis and Denver, Texas and Nebraska, playing
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one-nighters. They were called "territory bands" — the Coon-Sanders
Nighthawks; the Alphonso Trent and Doc Ross and Troy Floyd and Benny Image courtesy of Frank Driggs Collection
Moten Orchestras; the Deluxe Melody Boys and Happy Black Aces; Jesse
Stone's Blue Serenaders; George E. Lee and his Singing Novelty Orchestra; Walter Page and his Blue Devils; and Andy
Kirk's Clouds of Joy. "People didn't think anything about going 150 to 200 miles to dance back in those times," one
territory band veteran remembered. They'd say, "We came 200 miles to see y'all."
Meanwhile, radio and phonograph records — Americans bought more than 100 million of them in 1927 — were bringing
jazz to locations so remote that no band could reach them. And the music itself was beginning to change — an exuberant,
collective music was coming to place more and more emphasis on the innovations of supremely gifted individuals.
Improvising soloists, struggling to find their own voices and to tell their own stories, were about to take center stage.

But for many of the millions of people for whom the 1920s never roared at all, fearful of such rapid change and nostalgic
for the small-town America of the turn of the century, jazz music came to seem not merely an annoyance but a threat, one
more cause of loosening morals and frightening dislocation. Ragtime had been bad enough, with its insinuating rhythms
and daring couple-dancing, but the jumpy, rancorous version of New Orleans polyphony projected by the Original
Dixieland Jazz Band and many of its imitators seemed much worse. "As I understand it," said Professor Henry Van Dyck
of Princeton University, "it is not music at all. It is merely an irritation of the nerves of hearing, a sensual teasing of the
strings of physical passion. Its fault lies not in syncopation, for that is a legitimate device when sparingly used. But "jazz"
is an unmitigated cacophony, a combination of disagreeable sounds in complicated discords, a willful ugliness and a
deliberate vulgarity." The editor of Musical Courier reported on a poll of academically trained musicians: most found "the
'ad libbing' or 'jazzing' of a piece ... thoroughly objectionable," he said, "and several of them advanced the opinion that
this Bolshevistic smashing of the rules and tenets of decorous music" spelled disaster for American music.

For some, jazz simply became synonymous with noise. Thomas Edison, whose
invention of the phonograph had made its sudden rapid spread possible, claimed that
he played jazz records backward because "they sound better that way." When the New
York Times reported that the citizens of one Siberian village had driven hungry polar
bears from its streets by banging pots and pans, the headline read "Jazz Frightens
Bears," and when a celebrated British conductor collapsed while visiting Coney Island,
the same paper blamed the jazz bands — now loudly competing with one another
along boardwalk — for his demise.
Jazz — and the dancing it inspired — was also said to be having a catastrophic impact
on the national character. "Moral disaster is coming to hundreds of young American
girls," reported the New York American, "through the pathological, nerve-irritating,
sex-exciting music of jazz orchestras." In just two years in Chicago alone, the Illinois
Vigilance Association reported in 1923, the downfall of one thousand girls could be
Entertainer at Small's Paradise
traced directly to the pernicious influence of jazz music. In Cincinnati, the Salvation
Club in Harlem, 1929
Army obtained a court injunction to stop construction of a theater next to a home for
Image courtesy of UPI/Corbisexpectant mothers on the grounds that "the enforced proximity of a theater and jazz
palace" would implant dangerous "jazz emotions" in helpless infants. A social worker Bettman
reported on the "unwholesome excitement" she now encountered even at small-town
dances in the Midwest. "Boy-and-girl couples leave the hall in a state of dangerous disturbance. Any worker who has gone
into the night to gather the facts of activities outside the dance hall is appalled ... by the blatant disregard of even the
elementary rules of civilization ... We must expect a few casualties in social discourse, but the modern dance is producing
little short of holocaust."
Beyond its disturbing sounds, its fast pace, and its supposed impact on morals, jazz was also condemned because of its
origins. Many white older Americans were appalled to see their children dancing to music that was believed to have
emerged from what the music critic of the New York Herald Tribune called "the Negro brothels of the South." "Jazz," said
the editor of Etude, "is often associated with vile surroundings, filthy words, unmentionable dances." It was originally "the
accompaniment of the voodoo dancer," declared Mrs. Max Obendorfer, national music chairman of the General
Federation of Women's Clubs, "stimulating the half-crazed barbarian to the vilest deeds ... [It] has also been employed by
other barbaric people to stimulate barbarity and sensuality." Blacks were not the sole sources of the jazz contagion. The
critic Carl Engel also worried about the effects on Anglo-Saxon youth of what he called "Semitic purveyors of Broadway
melodies," while Henry Ford's Dearborn Independent blamed what it called "the abandoned sensuousness of sliding
notes" on sinister Jews.
There was nothing new in these attitudes. Twenty years earlier, many whites had deplored ragtime in part because it was
based on black songs and dances, just as their descendants would one day denounce rock 'n' roll because of its links to the
African-American blues tradition. But something altogether new really was happening here and there across the country.
A few white youths — living in small towns and comfortable suburbs as well as big-city slums — started to see more than
mere novelty and excitement in this new primarily black music, began actually to hear their own feelings mirrored in the
playing of African-Americans, and to look for ways they might participate in it themselves. In a country in which by law
and custom blacks and whites were forbidden to compete on anything like an equal basis in any arena — even boxing (the
heavyweight title was then off-limits to black challengers) — these young men were willing to brave a brand new world
created by black Americans and in which black musicians remained the most admired figures.
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Flappers Forever Altered
the Sexual Mores
of the Nation
from Coronet Magazine, 1955
“…the flappers of the 1920s had "stripped the female body of its Victorian wrappings and proudly displayed it in the sunlight".

Headline: Social Conflicts in the 1950s
The Catcher in the Rye, by J.D. Salinger
discusses potent issues of the 1950s. The main
issues in The Catcher in the Rye mostly involved
problems surrounding adolescents. The struggles
between the wealthy and the poor were a repeated
focus in the novel. In addition, in various chapters of
the novel, Holden Caulfield resorts to drinking
alcoholic beverages whenever available to him; even
though he is underage. Although Holden has never
had sex himself, he and various other characters
seem to idolize sexual intercourse. Furthermore, he
perceives smoking as a necessity and readily offers
them to surrounding peers. It is apparent throughout
the novel that depression is influential in Holden's
decision making. Holden Caulfield's life consists of the
issues that affected adolescents in not only the 1950s
but also the present.
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Groundbreaking Book: The Weary Blues by Langston Hughes (1926)
Langston Hughes was born in Missouri and raised in Kansas and Illinois.
Before publishing his first book, The Weary Blues, he lived in Mexico, New
York, and traveled through Africa and Europe by working a variety of odd
jobs. He died in his beloved Harlem in 1967, a central figure of the Harlem
Renaissance and author of numerous plays, poems, and novels.
Hughes was just 24 years old when The Weary Blues was published in 1926.
The poems progress at a self-assured and lyrical pace—partly because
Hughes expected them to be performed with musical accompaniment in the
famous Harlem clubs of that era. After its publication, the book won several
awards, and the prize money allowed Hughes to complete his college
education in Lincoln, Pennsylvania.
In The Weary Blues, Hughes began to address the preoccupations that carried
through his later work. He announced his poetic philosophy of speaking not only for himself, but also the
whole African American population. The book is split into seven thematic sections: The Weary Blues,
Dream Variations, The Negro Speaks of Rivers, A Black Pierrot, Water Front Streets, Shadows in the Sun,
and Our Land.
Hughes experimented with forms and the gray area between narrative and lyric in this volume. Three of the
most widely anthologized poems from this first book include "The Negro Speaks of Rivers," "Dream
Variation," "Mother to Son," and the title poem, in which Hughes inhabits various voices, adding to the
collection's cast of characters. In "The Negro Speaks of Rivers," dedicated to W. E. B. DuBois, Hughes
addresses the depth and strength of the black soul; "Mother to Son," on the other hand, offers a mother’s
descriptive words to her son regarding the difficulty of life and her own endurance; while the title poem
uses musical rhythms to describe the fatigue of an aging blues singer.
Hughes listed his influences as Paul Lawrence Dunbar, Carl Sandburg, and Walt Whitman. In the tradition
of those great American poets who were interested in the daily rhythms of the public and of work, Hughes
in turn has influenced generations of writers of all races. His poems still reverberate with a clarity of
emotion and capture the commotion of life in tandem with the anticipation of rest, as when he writes in the
poem "Dream Variation," "Dance! whirl! whirl! / Till the quick day is done."
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National Guard escorts Little Rock Nine, 1957

The first-ever Macy’s Day Parade actually took place on Christmas of 1924.
Macy’s employees dressed as clowns, cowboys, and other fun costumes, and traveled
with Central Park zoo animals and creative floats a lengthy six miles from Herald Square to
Harlem in Manhattan. This was meant to draw attention to the Macy’s store in NYC and the gimmick worked.
More than 250,000 attended the inaugural Macy’s Day Parade.
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Rock and roll, although said by many historians to have its first true emergence in the mid-1950’s, has musical origins that trace back to the early 1920’s. The rock
and roll musicians of the middle of the twentieth century were influenced by many of their predecessors who specialized in a variety of different musical genres. Early
rock primarily consisted of three of the most popular musical genres of the time: mainstream popular music, country and western, and rhythm and blues. Shortly after
its emergence, rock and roll began to “crossover,” or become hits on these three previously mentioned top hits charts, yet it eventually, as some claim, died in 1959.
However, with the combination of these three forms of music, along with the rise of television and a new, more experimental youth culture, rock and roll became one
of the most influential and popular forms of music in American history.
In the time before the early 1950’s, music was mostly heard on the radio. Although television was present in society, it was still a new technology and therefore
wasn’t present in every household nationwide. In the time from the 1920’s to the 1940’s, radio broadcasted shows that included live bands or acts playing right there
in the studio. Beginning in the late 40’s and continuing into the 50’s, television did begin to attract a national audience, and the result was a push for the reemergence
of local and regional radio broadcasts, as seen when radio first emerged in the early 20’s. Television, though, had already begun to influence American culture,
especially the youth. Being able to see the images of these rock and roll musicians on television helped to spur the rise of the rebellious youth culture, which in turn
was able to spur the popularity of rock and roll. The children of the World War II veterans had now reached their teen years and many of them were not conforming to
the post-war idea that their parents held in which they should be “proper young adults.” Movies released during this time such as Rebel Without a Cause and The
Wild One showed these teens “the wild side” and helped to bring them together in an effort to backlash against their parents’ expectations. Now that they had their
goal, they needed their own kind of music—one separate from that of the adults. This music eventually materialized in the form of rock and roll, yet there were
several steps along the way.
Pre-rock and roll music had been on the airwaves since radio began it’s broadcast in the early 1920’s. The “Tin Pan Alley” music began to make its way onto the
radio, as songwriters would sell their sheet music to performers. This type of music was nicknamed this due to its sound (a sound similar to people banging on tin
pans). These performers would play the music that was pre-written for them on the radio. As mentioned earlier, the band and/or singer would perform in the radio
studio live during the duration of its allotted time of the broadcast. While big bands were the norm at the time, with 1935-1945 being considered “the big band era,” a
new type of solo, the leadsinger, began to emerge and change popular music. During the time of the big band, the singer was merely featured as a soloist, and the
main attention was credited towards the band. Slowly, artists began developing on their own and leaving the band to do the backup work. The most famous of these
early soloists was Frank Sinatra and Bing Crosby. Sinatra went solo in 1943 and released “family friendly” hits like “I’ve Got a Crush on You.” These wholesome
tunes, along with his good looks and marketability gave him the necessary tools to become a legitimate solo pop singer. The important part of this facet of rock and
roll was the audience that it was gaining. While this early popular music is a far cry from the first rock and roll recordings, it is important to note that more people were
now listening to music on the radio and television than ever before. This new, expanded taste for music will eventually provide the explosion of rock and roll.
While popular music was winning over a large, national audience, country music in the southeast and western music of the southwest and west had been on the rise
since the 20’s and 30’s. The music of the west usually dealt with cowboy themes, while Texas style big bands were also prevalent. The country music of the
southeast was based primarily on the folk traditions of the white gospel community. These two styles eventually combined to form the traditional “country and
western” genre. Radio shows such as the Grand Ole Opry, which was based in Nashville, began to dominate the country and western recording scene. Jimmie
Rodgers was the first country singer to hit it big, while Hank Williams became the first actual country and western star. As radio grew in popularity, accessibility, and
technology, superstations began to emerge which helped country and western music find its national audience. Many people agree that the melodies and harmonies
eventually found in rock and roll originated in the country and western field. Before even recording, rock and rollers got their taste of country and western through the
superstations and national broadcasting. As previously mentioned, the important aspect of this music was its ability to gain the attention of the national audience. A
short time later, especially during the 40’s and 50s, rhythm and blues also began to grow. Started primarily in the rural South, the blues made its way into the urban
cities of the North, namely New York and Chicago. Rhythm and Blues consisted of very different and distinct styles, including doo-wop (a musical style done
acapella) and black gospel music. Possibly, its most important aspect was a specific type of twelve bar blues that came to be known as the Chicago electric blues.
However, because typical rhythm and blues artists were African American and the subject matter of the songs sometimes had sexual references, it never fully gained
the approval of a national audience like other popular sounds of the time. Influential rhythm and blues musicians included Ruth Brown, Big Joe Turner, Clyde
McPhatter, Fats Domino, and Ray Charles. This was the music, though, that teenagers listened to in order to defy the wishes of their parents. These same white
suburban teens that disobeyed their parents by listening to the hottest black singers were also the ones to eventually buy Elvis Presley and Little Richard albums.
Rhythm and blues, though, unlike pop and country and western, had difficulty in working its way into white American culture. After music had become available on a
wide scale, rock and roll also became accessible to young American teenagers. Popular music was winning on the national level while country and western and
rhythm and blues were finding a fan base on a smaller platform. The invention of the electric guitar (by Les Paul) brought a new sound that attracted audiences and
helped with the push of rock and roll. The rebellious teens of the 50’s began to listen to crossover hits by black artists like the flamboyant Little Richard’s “Tutti Frutti”
in 1955 and Chuck Berry’s “Maybellene” in 1955 as well.
Meanwhile, Pat Boone “whitefied” some of Little Richard’s biggest hits in order for white Americans to be exposed to music of black artists. This “whitefication” of
early rockers actually helped rock and roll get off the ground. It helped to spread rock and roll across the nation as a teen craze. By now, rock and roll had hit the
mainstream of American culture. It was at this point that Elvis Presley emerged as one of the most important rock and rollers of all time. By combining the country
and western and rhythm and blues like no other before him, he gained an audience of black and white teens alike. He was shown on the biggest television shows
simply because the kids loved him and the parents hated him. Presley paved the way for such artists as Jerry Lee Lewis and Buddy Holly, whose country and
western influence was obvious in his simplistic guitar playing and manipulation of vocals.
Eventually, though, all good things must come to an end. Each rock and roller met their fate and rock slowly died. Elvis was drafted into the army from 1958-60; Berry
had trouble with the law; Little Richard decided to go into the ministry; Jerry Lee Lewis was ridiculed for marrying his teenage cousin, and in 1959, Buddy Holly was
killed in a plane crash. By this time, much of the rock and roll had crossed over into the pop charts and new, less revolutionary forms of music resurfaced. The dance
craze and softer, more “corny” music helped to push the original rock out of the spotlight. Early rock and roll experienced a quick explosion in American popular
music. The national audience along with the rebellious teen culture of the 1950s helped rock and roll emerge. By combining country and western with rhythm and
blues, early rockers created an original and daring new sound. Television brought rock and roll into the homes of every television owner in the country, whether
parents agreed or not. However, this grand explosion of rock and roll eventually hindered its growth. By crossing over into the pop charts, later rock and roll allowed
for watered down groups and new fads such as the dance craze.
Source: http://www.unc.edu/~refisher/FISHERRockandrollpaper.pdf

Headline: Junior Crime Wave.
1959
As early as 1953 the statistics suggested a youth crime wave in the United States. FBI director,
J. Edgar Hoover ,reported: "persons under the age of 18 committed 53.6 percent of all car
thefts; 49.3 percent of all burglaries; 18 percent of all robberies, and 16.2 percent of all rapes.
These are the statistics.”
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